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1 Problem Definition

The dynamic tree problem is that of maintaining an arbitrary n-vertex for-
est that changes over time through edge insertions (links) and deletions
(cuts). Depending on the application, one associates information with ver-
tices, edges, or both. Queries and updates can deal with individual vertices
or edges, but more commonly they refer to entire paths or trees. Typical
operations include finding the minimum-cost edge along a path, determining
the minimum-cost vertex in a tree, or adding a constant value to the cost of
each edge on a path (or of each vertex of a tree). Each of these operations,
as well as links and cuts, can be performed in O(log n) time with appropriate
data structures.

2 Key Results

The obvious solution to the dynamic tree problem is to represent the forest
explicitly. This, however, is inefficient for queries dealing with entire paths
or trees, since it would require actually traversing them. Achieving O(log n)
time per operation requires mapping each (possibly unbalanced) input tree
into a balanced tree, which is better suited to maintaining information about
paths or trees implicitly. There are three main approaches to perform the
mapping: path decomposition, tree contraction, and linearization.
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Path decomposition. The first efficient dynamic tree data structure was
Sleator and Tarjan’s ST-trees [13, 14], also known as link-cut trees or simply
dynamic trees. They are meant to represent rooted trees, but the user can
change the root with the evert operation. The data structure partitions
each input tree into vertex-disjoint paths, and each path is represented as
a binary search tree in which vertices appear in symmetric order. The
binary trees are then connected according to how the paths are related in
the forest. More precisely, the root of a binary tree becomes a middle child
(in the data structure) of the parent (in the forest) of the topmost vertex
of the corresponding path. Although a node has no more than two children
(left and right) within its own binary tree, it may have arbitrarily many
middle children. See Figure 1. The path containing the root (qlifcba in the
example) is said to be exposed, and is represented as the topmost binary
tree. All path-related queries will refer to this path. The expose operation
can be used to make any vertex part of the exposed path.
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Figure 1: An ST-tree (adapted from [14]). On the left, the original tree, rooted at
a and already partitioned into paths; on the right, the actual data structure. Solid
edges connect nodes on the same path; dashed edges connect different paths.

With standard balanced binary search trees (such as red-black trees),
ST-trees support each dynamic tree operation in O(log2

n) amortized time.
This bound can be improved to O(log n) amortized with locally biased
search trees, and to O(log n) in the worst case with globally biased search
trees. Biased search trees (described in [5]), however, are notoriously com-
plicated. A more practical implementation of ST-trees uses splay trees, a
self-adjusting type of binary search trees, to support all dynamic tree oper-
ations in O(log n) amortized time [14].
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Tree contraction. Unlike ST-trees, which represent the input trees di-
rectly, Frederickson’s topology trees [6, 7, 8] represent a contraction of each
tree. The original vertices constitute level 0 of the contraction. Level 1
represents a partition of these vertices into clusters: a degree-one vertex can
be combined with its only neighbor; vertices of degree two that are adjacent
to each other can be clustered together; other vertices are kept as single-
tons. The end result will be a smaller tree, whose own partition into clusters
yields level 2. The process is repeated until a single cluster remains. The
topology tree is a representation of the contraction, with each cluster having
as children its constituent clusters on the level below. See Figure 2.
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Figure 2: A topology tree (adapted from [7]). On the left, the original tree and its
multilevel partition; on the right, a corresponding topology tree.

With appropriate pieces of information stored in each cluster, the data
structure can be used to answer queries about the entire tree or individual
paths. After a link or cut, the affected topology trees can be rebuilt in
O(log n) time.

The notion of tree contraction was developed independently by Miller
and Reif [11] in the context of parallel algorithms. They propose two ba-
sic operations, rake (which eliminates vertices of degree one) and compress
(which eliminates vertices of degree two). They show that O(log n) rounds of
these operations are sufficient to contract any tree to a single cluster. Acar
et al. translated a variant of their algorithm into a dynamic tree data struc-
ture, RC-trees [1], which can also be seen as a randomized (and simpler)
version of topology trees.

A drawback of topology trees and RC-trees is that they require the un-
derlying forest to have vertices with bounded (constant) degree in order to
ensure O(log n) time per operation. Similarly, although ST-trees do not
have this limitation when aggregating information over paths, they require
bounded degrees to aggregate over trees. Degree restrictions can be ad-
dressed by “ternarizing” the input forest (replacing high-degree vertices with
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a series of low-degree ones [9]), but this introduces a host of special cases.
Alstrup et al.’s top trees [3, 4] have no such limitation, which makes

them more generic than all data structures previously discussed. Although
also based on tree contraction, their clusters behave not like vertices, but
like edges. A compress cluster combines two edges that share a degree-two
vertex, while a rake cluster combines an edge with a degree-one endpoint
with a second edge adjacent to its other endpoint. See Figure 3.
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Figure 3: The rake and compress operations, as used by top trees (from [16]).

Top trees are designed so as to completely hide from the user the inner
workings of the data structure. The user only specifies what pieces of in-
formation to store in each cluster, and (through call-back functions) how to
update them after a cluster is created or destroyed when the tree changes.
As long as the operations are properly defined, applications that use top
trees are completely independent of how the data structure is actually im-
plemented, i.e., of the order in which rakes and compresses are performed.

In fact, top trees were not even proposed as stand-alone data structures,
but rather as an interface on top of topology trees. For efficiency reasons,
however, one would rather have a more direct implementation. Holm, Tar-
jan, Thorup and Werneck have presented a conceptually simple stand-alone
algorithm to update a top tree after a link or cut in O(log n) time in the
worst case [18]. Tarjan and Werneck [16] have also introduced self-adjusting
top trees, a more efficient implementation of top trees based on path decom-
position: it partitions the input forest into edge-disjoint paths, represents
these paths as splay trees, and connects these trees appropriately. Internally,
the data structure is very similar to ST-trees, but the paths are edge-disjoint
(instead of vertex-disjoint) and the ternarization step is incorporated into
the data structure itself. All the user sees, however, are the rakes and com-
presses that characterize tree contraction.

Linearization. ET-trees, originally proposed by Henzinger and King [10]
and later slightly simplified by Tarjan [15], use yet another approach to
represent dynamic trees: linearization. It maintains an Euler tour of the
each input tree, i.e., a closed path that traverses each edge twice—once in
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each direction. The tour induces a linear order among the vertices and arcs,
and therefore can be represented as a balanced binary search tree. Link-
ing and cutting edges from the forest corresponds to joining and splitting
the affected binary trees, which can be done in O(log n) time. While lin-
earization is arguably the simplest of the three approaches, it has a crucial
drawback: because each edge appears twice, the data structure can only
aggregate information over trees, not paths.

Lower bounds. Dynamic tree data structures are capable of solving the
dynamic connectivity problem on acyclic graphs: given two vertices v and
w, decide whether they belong to the same tree or not. Pătraşcu and De-
maine [12] have proven a lower bound of Ω(log n) for this problem, which is
matched by the data structures presented here.

3 Applications

Sleator and Tarjan’s original application for dynamic trees was Dinic’s block-
ing flow algorithm [13]. Dynamic trees are used to maintain a forest of arcs
with positive residual capacity. As soon as the source s and the sink t become
part of the same tree, the algorithm sends as much flow as possible along
the s-t path; this reduces to zero the residual capacity of at least one arc,
which is then cut from the tree. Several maximum flow and minimum-cost
flow algorithms incorporating dynamic trees have been proposed ever since
(some examples are [9, 15]). Dynamic tree data structures, especially those
based on tree contraction, are also commonly used within dynamic graph
algorithms, such as the dynamic versions of minimum spanning trees [6, 10],
connectivity [10], biconnectivity [6], and bipartiteness [10]. Other applica-
tions include the evaluation of dynamic expression trees [8] and standard
graph algorithms [13].

4 Experimental Results

Several studies have compared the performance of different dynamic-tree
data structures; in most cases, ST-trees implemented with splay trees are the
fastest alternative. Frederickson, for example, found that topology trees take
almost 50% more time than splay-based ST-trees when executing dynamic
tree operations within a maximum flow algorithm [8]. Acar et al. [2] have
shown that RC-trees are significantly slower than splay-based ST-trees when
most operations are links and cuts (such as in network flow algorithms),
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but faster when queries and value updates are dominant. The reason is
that splaying changes the structure of ST-trees even during queries, while
RC-trees remain unchanged.

Tarjan and Werneck [17] have presented an experimental comparison of
several dynamic tree data structures. For random sequences of links and
cuts, splay-based ST-trees are the fastest alternative, followed by splay-
based ET-trees, self-adjusting top trees, worst-case top trees, and RC-trees.
Similar relative performance was observed in more realistic sequences of op-
erations, except when queries far outnumber structural operations; in this
case, the self-adjusting data structures are slower than RC-trees and worst-
case top trees. The same experimental study also considered the “obvious”
implementation of ST-trees, which represents the forest explicitly and re-
quires linear time per operation in the worst case. Its simplicity makes it
significantly faster than the O(log n)-time data structures for path-related
queries and updates, unless paths are hundreds of nodes long. The sophisti-
cated solutions are more useful when the underlying forest has high diameter
or there is a need to aggregate information over trees (and not only paths).

5 Cross References

Dynamic Connectivity (00432), Fully Dynamic Connectivity (00094), Fully
Dynamic Higher Connectivity (00084), Fully Dynamic Minimum Spanning
Trees (00096), Fully Dynamic Higher Connectivity for Planar Graphs (00085),
Fully Dynamic Planarity Testing (00086), Lower Bounds for Dynamic Con-
nectivity (00112), Maximum Flow (00437), Network Flows (00156).
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